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A primary responsibility of general and
special educators is to teach students
how to read. In inclusive classrooms,
paraprofessionals are frequently utilized
to support literacy instruction. Para-
professionals can be employed to help
improve the reading skills of students
with disabilities and those who are con-
sidered at risk. This article outlines com-
monalities from the body of literature
discussing circumstances in which para-
professionals were used successfully to
improve the reading skills of students.
The commonalities examined include
situations where (a) paraprofessionals
were used for supplemental rather than
primary instruction, (b) research-based
reading approaches were used so that
paraprofessionals were not inappropri-
ately asked to make pedagogical deci-
sions, (c) paraprofessionals were explic-
itly and extensively trained in the
research-based reading approach, (d)
paraprofessionals were explicitly trained
in behavior management, and (e) teach-
ers and special educators provided para-
professionals with ongoing monitoring
and feedback regarding their instruc-
tion. Each of these commonalities is
addressed and other practical considera-
tions also are shared and discussed. 

The sous-chef and the executive chef
work closely together to prepare gour-
met cuisine. Although an untrained
observer might have difficulty determin-
ing where one chef’s role ends and the
other’s begins, their respective roles in
the kitchen are differentiated very clear-
ly. Ultimately, the executive chef
ensures that all of the dishes comple-
ment one another and are well-paired
thematically—and creates and prepares
delicious cuisine. The role of the sous-
chef specifically is to support the execu-
tive chef’s goals in assigned ways. The
French word “sous” means literally
“under,” and the sous-chef works under
the direction of the executive chef.
Sous-chefs are responsible for a variety
of hands-on tasks and for the produc-
tion of certain parts of the meal—work-
ing from recipes that are carefully
planned by the executive chef. Sous-
chefs, however, are not responsible for
planning the meals, are not afforded the
autonomy to adapt the recipes, and do
not do the majority of the cooking. Each
of these responsibilities falls under the
purview of the executive chef.

How Are Paraprofessionals
and Sous-Chefs Alike?
In elementary education classrooms,
paraprofessionals in certain ways are
analogous to sous-chefs, working under
the direction of qualified teachers and
special educators (the “executive chefs”
of the classroom). The paraprofession-
als’ role is not to plan or design class-
room instruction, but rather to make
important contributions to classroom
instruction by effectively implementing
important delegated tasks for which
they are specifically trained. Like sous-
chefs, paraprofessionals provide useful
supports that help keep things running
efficiently and effectively.

Some teachers might have questions
about the most effective ways to

direct the work of paraprofessionals.

One critical and primary responsibil-
ity of general and special education
teachers is the complex task of literacy
instruction; this is the main course of
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the educational “meal.” Classroom
teachers and special educators are
responsible for planning, adapting, and
implementing literacy instruction—
much like executive chefs in creating a
restaurant’s fare. Inclusive classrooms
might have paraprofessionals (i.e.,
teaching assistants, instructional aides,
tutors, paraeducators) to help in this
endeavor. A paraprofessional might be
assigned as an assistant to the whole
class or to help support a subset of stu-
dents that have learning, personal care,
or behavioral needs. Yet some teachers
might have questions about the most
effective ways to direct the work of
paraprofessionals. General support
strategies for effectively utilizing para-
professionals have been documented in
the literature (Doyle & Lee, 2007;
French, 1998; Giangreco & Doyle, 2004;
Giangreco, Edelman, & Broer, 2003).
The practices listed in Table 1 (adapted
from Giangreco & Doyle) offer concrete
suggestions on how classroom teachers
and special educators can effectively
support the work of paraprofessionals.
These general practices include: wel-
coming, acknowledging, orienting,
planning for, and communicating with
paraprofessionals. This article outlines
ways in which teachers can effectively
involve paraprofessionals in literacy
instruction.

Five Commonalities 
for Effectively Utilizing
Paraprofessionals in 
Literacy Instruction
There are numerous resources that
address working with paraprofessionals
(Ashbaker & Morgan, 2006; Causton-
Theoharis & Malmgren, 2005; Doyle,
2002; French, 1998; Giangreco & Doyle,
2004; Giangreco, Edelman, & Broer,
2001; Pickett & Gerlach, 2003), and
there is a smaller—but growing—body
of literature that specifically addresses
the use of paraprofessionals for literacy
instruction. The existing materials
regarding utilizing paraprofessionals in
literacy instruction primarily focus on
students who have learning disabilities
or who are considered to be at risk for
failing in school. This literature docu-
ments that, under specific conditions,
paraprofessionals and other noncertified

individuals can be employed to help

improve the reading skills of such stu-

dents (Blachman, Ball, Black, & Tangel,

1994; Gunn, Smolkowski, Biglan, &

Black, 2002; Lane, Fletcher, Carter,

Dejud, & DeLorenzo, in press; Miller,

2003; Simmons, Kame’enui, Stoolmiller,

Coyne, & Harn, 2003; Vadasy, Jenkins, &

Pool, 2001; Vadasy, Sanders, & Peyton,

2005, 2006; Vadasy, Sanders, Peyton, &
Jenkins, 2002).

These studies share a few key com-
monalities, including: (a) paraprofes-
sionals were used for supplemental
rather than primary instruction, (b)
research-based reading approaches were
used so that paraprofessionals were not
inappropriately asked to make pedagog-
ical decisions, (c) paraprofessionals
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Table 1. General Best Practices for Working With Paraprofessionals

Practice Categories Methods for Incorporating This Practice

Welcoming and
Acknowledging
Paraprofessionals

• Provide space for the belongings of the paraprofessional.

• Place a plant or coffee cup on the desk of the 
paraprofessional at the beginning of the year.

• Include the name of the paraprofessional on the 
classroom door.

• Introduce the paraprofessional as part of the teaching
team, not as a specific student's helper.

• Share routine tasks that communicate authority 
(e.g., taking attendance, writing on the white board,
doing hot lunch count).

• Write specific thank-you notes periodically.

Orienting
Paraprofessionals

• Provide a thorough school tour and introduce the 
paraprofessional to important people (e.g., office 
personnel, librarian).

• Orient the  paraprofessional to the location of supplies
and the technology within the school and classroom.

• Review school and classroom policies, procedures, and
rules each year.

• Provide access to IEPs and teach paraprofessionals how
to read and interpret the documents.

Planning for
Paraprofessionals

• Provide a daily and weekly schedule. Include who 
the  paraprofessional will be supporting, what the  
paraprofessional will be doing, and when they will be
doing it.

• Include the following in daily plans:

– Goals/objectives for an activity.

– Role of the paraprofessional.

– What the paraprofessional should do.

– Support level.

– Modifications/adaptations.

• Review each plan.

• Teach, model, support, and provide feedback.

Communicating 
With 
Paraprofessionals

• Clarify roles and responsibilities.

• Develop shared expectations and mechanisms for 
communication (e.g., daily notebook, check-in point 
at the start and end of each day, weekly meetings for
planning and communication).

• Be open to the perspectives and ideas of the 
paraprofessional.

• Use active listening skills.
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were explicitly and extensively trained in
the research-based reading approach,
(d) paraprofessionals were explicitly
trained in behavior management, and
(e) teachers and special educators
provided paraprofessionals with ongoing
monitoring and feedback regarding their
instruction. Each of these themes is list-
ed in the “Top Five Ways to Utilize Para-
professionals Effectively for Literacy
Instruction” box.

Much can be learned from these
studies; they can provide useful infor-
mation on using paraprofessionals to
assist with reading instruction within
the context of inclusive classrooms.
General and special educators use a
variety of literacy philosophies, strate-
gies, and curricula, and it is not the
intent of the authors to recommend any
one over another. This article instead
describes generic literacy support strate-
gies that can be utilized across philoso-
phies and as part of differing instruc-
tional approaches.

Use Paraprofessionals for
Supplemental Support

A number of studies (Foorman, Francis,
Fletcher, Schatschneider, & Mehta,
1998; Gunn et al., 2002; Lane et al., in
press; Miller, 2003; Simmons, et al.,
2003; Vadasy, Jenkins, & Pool, 2001;
Vadasy, Sanders, Peyton, & Jenkins,
2002) examined utilization of either
paraprofessionals or other nonprofes-
sional tutors in instruction that supple-
mented—but did not replace—the class-
room literacy program provided by the
teacher or special educator. The litera-

ture on paraprofessionals in inclusive
classrooms repeatedly notes concerns
regarding circumstances where students
with disabilities—especially those with
moderate and severe disabilities—
receive all or most of their instruction
from paraprofessionals, rather than
from qualified teachers and special edu-
cators (Giangreco, 2003; Giangreco,
Broer, & Edelman, 1999; Marks,
Schrader, & Levine, 1999). There is no
evidence that this practice is effective in
improving literacy outcomes for stu-
dents with disabilities. It is critical, and
now is mandated through the No Child
Left Behind Act of 2001 (Pub. L. No.
107-110; NCLB), that all students have
access to highly qualified teachers and
special educators for their primary liter-
acy instruction. Under NCLB, the defini-
tion of “highly qualified” requires that
public elementary- and secondary-
school teachers be fully state certified or
pass the state teacher-licensing exami-
nation and hold a professional license to
teach in the state. IDEA 2004 clearly
states that paraprofessionals must be
trained and supervised in order to assist
in special education (IDEA
612(a)(14)(A)).

In addition to providing supplemen-
tal instruction, paraprofessionals can be
used in supportive instructional roles.
These roles can include having parapro-
fessionals answer individual questions,
re-read stories, or reinforce skills, but
such tasks do not include introducing
new material (see box “How Can Para-
professionals Support (Rather Than
Instruct) During Literacy Instruction?”).
By assigning paraprofessionals to specif-
ic instructional roles, teachers can max-
imize their own instructional contact
time with students. As demonstrated by
the studies listed previously, paraprofes-
sionals can effectively supplement the
literacy instruction of students with
reading difficulties, but they should not
replace qualified educators.

Use a Research-Based Approach

In a restaurant, executive chefs use
recipes that are tried and true. To suc-
ceed in the restaurant business, main-
taining the quality and consistency of
the food is essential. The same concept
is true for reading instruction; maintain-

ing the quality and consistency of the
curriculum and instruction is essential.
Paraprofessionals are most effectively
utilized during instructional time if they
are provided with research-based read-
ing approaches that have explicit and
systematic instructional guidelines. Just
as sous-chefs use specific methods for
food preparations, paraprofessionals
should follow the particular instruction-
al strategies and should not be put in
the inappropriate position of making
pedagogical decisions. Further, instruc-
tion in early literacy skills that is explic-
it, rather than incidental, is most effec-
tive for students who struggle with
learning to read (Foorman et al., 1998).
This practice also enables all school per-
sonnel involved in the literacy program
to more readily replicate instruction in a
manner that improves overall fidelity of
implementation.

Paraprofessionals can be used
in supportive instructional roles. 

In all of the studies that demonstrate
that paraprofessionals can play a sup-
portive role in literacy instruction, the
programs examined used research-
based approaches to teaching reading
(Foorman et al., 1998; Gunn et al., 2002;
Lane et al., in press; Miller, 2003; Sim-
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Top Five Ways to Utilize
Paraprofessionals Effectively
for Literacy Instruction

1. Use paraprofessionals in 
supplementary roles.

2. Use research-based reading
approaches.

3. Train paraprofessionals in the
reading approach.

4. Train paraprofessionals to man-
age behavior.

5. Provide paraprofessionals 
with ongoing monitoring and 
feedback.

How Can Paraprofessionals
Support (Rather Than Instruct)
During Literacy Instruction?

Answer individual questions.

Re-read stories with students.

Reinforce skills by leading a game
or activity.

Listen to students read.

Practice letter names and sounds.

Lead sound-categorization activities.

Use story sequencing.

Play dictionary games.

Perform alphabetizing and rhyming
exercises.

Lead syllable-segmentation tasks.

Direct magnetic-letterboard activites.
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mons et al., 2003; Vadasy, Jenkins, &
Pool, 2001; Vadasy, Sanders, Peyton, &
Jenkins, 2002).

Each of the studies that involved pri-
mary-age students used a research-
based reading intervention that includ-
ed phonological awareness and phonics
instruction. Manning (1979) illustrates
what can happen when paraprofession-
als do not utilize research-based prac-
tices. The findings of the Manning study
showed that students did not make
reading gains as a result of receiving
support from untrained paraprofession-
als who were not using a research-based
approach. The teachers and paraprofes-
sionals utilized their own daily lesson
plans, selected their own materials, and
did not use a specific research-based
intervention.

Though dated, the practices high-
lighted in the 1979 Manning study still
are seen in some classrooms today. In a
meta-analysis of the research on one-to-
one instruction in reading conducted by
Erlbaum, Vaughn, Hughes, and Moody
(2000), design of the intervention was
found to be one of the most important
factors contributing to student success.
It therefore is important to note that
most paraprofessionals have a limited
background in reading instruction and
theory. When trained to implement a
research-based program, however, these
nonteacher instructors can provide the
additional and explicit instruction and
practice opportunities that some stu-
dents need to acquire early reading
skills.

Train Paraprofessionals Explicitly
and Extensively on the Reading
Approach

The paraprofessional and sous-chef are
not analogous when it comes to train-
ing. Sous-chefs are required to have
extensive culinary training and experi-
ence before they are assigned to work
with an executive chef, and all sous-
chefs are prepared and trained in specif-
ic areas of cooking. A sous-chef should
be trained in baking, for example,
before being able to become a pastry
sous-chef. Importantly, sous-chefs
spend significant time and gain sub-
stantial instruction in each aspect of
kitchen duties, to become comfortable

with the techniques, utensils, and
equipment.

Similarly, paraprofessionals need ini-
tial training in literacy interventions
they are to use. In some cases, however,
paraprofessionals receive no specific
training for carrying out delegated liter-
acy instruction tasks or other classroom
responsibilities. In a meta-analysis of
studies examining one-on-one tutoring,
the best indicators of student success
were the qualifications and training of
the instructor (Erlbaum et al., 2000).

In a recent study conducted by Lane
et al. (in press) that examined the effec-
tiveness of a paraprofessional-led inter-
vention with youngsters at risk for
reading and behavioral concerns, a
paraprofessional was trained to directly
teach children reading skills. The para-
professional in this study was systemat-
ically trained to use a supplementary
early-reading curriculum, Phonological
Awareness Training for Reading (PATR;
Torgesen & Bryant, 1994), which is
designed to promote awareness of
word-sound structure. The training took
place during a 2-hour session and sub-
sequent 30-minute monthly meetings.
The findings of this study suggest that a
reading intervention provided by a para-
professional can lead to improvements
in the early-literacy skills of students
considered at risk for reading and
behavioral concerns (Lane et al., in
press). Similarly, Vadasy et al. (2006)
and Miller (2003) studied the conditions
of effective early-literacy tutoring and
found that noncertified individuals can
effectively increase reading skills when
they are provided significant training.

In each of these studies, the parapro-
fessionals were trained intensively on
the instructional techniques being used.
Paraprofessionals require appropriate,
initial, and ongoing training and coach-
ing specific to the reading interventions
that they are to use with students. Even
when paraprofessionals are trained to
help the classroom teacher provide
parts of the core classroom reading
instruction (Blachman et al., 1994; Tor-
gesen et al., 2001), the classroom
teacher provides the oversight and diag-
nostic decisions necessary for maximiz-
ing the progress of all students.

It is advisable that training be pro-
vided by qualified professionals skilled
in the particular literacy method or
intervention. Teachers who are trained
in a research-based literacy approach
can effectively train other school profes-
sionals (Vaughn & Coleman, 2004). In
each of the intervention studies
described previously, a qualified
teacher, university researcher, or profes-
sor conducted the training. It is critical
for paraprofessionals to receive explicit
training, and to have access to ongoing
supervision, dialogue, and coaching
from professional educators skilled in
the approach being used.

Train Paraprofessionals Explicitly
in Behavior Management

Safety is one of the first topics covered
in a training program for sous-chefs;
they learn how to keep the kitchen envi-
ronment running smoothly without
incident or injury. Sous-chefs are also
carefully trained to respond to emergen-
cies in the kitchen.

It is critical for paraprofessionals 
to receive explicit training, and to 

have access to ongoing supervision,
dialogue, and coaching from

professional educators skilled in 
the approach being used.

Management of student behavior
corresponds to the topic of safety in the
training of classroom staff. In a recent
study, paraprofessionals reported that
they spent one fifth of their time pro-
viding behavioral supports to students
(Giangreco & Broer, 2005). Yet many
paraprofessionals do not feel confident
in the type and amount of training they
receive to address challenging behav-
iors. Lane et al. (in press), suggested
that paraprofessionals need more
behavior-management training to
enable them to provide effective small-
group reading instruction. Training in
positive behavioral techniques prepares
paraprofessionals to effectively support
students, maximize instructional time,
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and make supplemental literacy instruc-
tion more effective. For students having
a history of challenging behavior, para-
professionals should have easy-to-fol-
low written behavior plans that they
can use to ensure that students receive
consistent feedback. Such plans should
include specific ways to engage students
and help them to stay focused on spe-
cific tasks, to cue effectively, and to
transition seamlessly between tasks.
When teachers provide paraprofession-
als with written plans, paraprofession-
als clearly understand how to support
students, and students can spend more
time learning.

Provide Paraprofessionals 
With On-Going Feedback 

In a well-run kitchen, to ensure quality
and consistency the executive chef con-
tinually monitors the work of the sous-
chef. Although it might be expected that
teachers do the same with regard to
paraprofessionals (and some do), others
fall prey to what Giangreco coined as
the “training trap” (Giangreco, 2003, p.
51). The training trap occurs when
teachers relinquish instruction of stu-
dents with disabilities to the paraprofes-
sionals after paraprofessionals have
received virtually any level of training,
no matter how scant—reasoning, “Now

they are trained.” Even when parapro-
fessionals have some training, however,
teachers must continue to make the
pedagogical decisions, provide the pri-
mary instruction, and monitor the para-
professionals’ work.

Teachers should provide paraprofes-
sionals with ongoing supervision and
feedback on the implementation of their
instruction. In a study examining the
tutoring of first-grade struggling readers
in phonological reading skills, Jenkins,
Vadasy, Firebaugh, and Profilet (2000)
highlighted the importance of a trained
teacher providing consistent feedback
and supervision to the paraprofession-
als in their study as a means of ensuring
appropriate instruction. They stated:

The supervisor must have the
time and knowledge not only to
train [paraprofessionals] before
they begin, but also to provide
ongoing support and scaffolding.
You can’t just train [paraprofes-
sionals] and expect them to carry
on. They need help trouble shoot-
ing when problems come up or
when new lesson activities are
introduced. They need help keep-
ing on track, adhering to the les-
son activities, and they need
encouragement. (p. 78)

Teachers often feel that there is not
enough time in the day to provide the
appropriate training, monitoring, and
feedback to paraprofessionals. The box
“What Systems Can I Use to Com-
municate With a Paraprofessional?”
includes some strategies that teachers
have utilized to make time to meet with
and to provide feedback to paraprofes-
sionals. Although, it is not possible to
make the school day longer, some of
these strategies can be useful ways to
communicate more efficiently.

Other Practical Considerations
All students deserve to receive their pri-
mary instruction from highly qualified
general and special educators. This is
especially true for students who are
struggling to learn to read, and it is
clearly outlined in both the NCLB and
IDEA. Teachers and special educators
should avoid assigning paraprofession-
als the primary instructional responsi-

bilities for students with disabilities or
those who are at risk (Giangreco, 2003).
It is important to remember that certi-
fied teachers are specially trained in
how to teach reading and how to man-
age behavior. Some paraprofessionals
are not specifically trained in either
area, and those who do have some
training typically have substantially less
training than qualified teachers and spe-
cial educators.

Gerber, Finn, Achilles, and Boyd-
Zaharias examined whether the pres-
ence of a teacher aide in the classroom
had a noticeable impact on student
learning. They found that “greater con-
tact between aides and students had an
adverse effect on performance, while
students benefited academically if aides
performed more administrative tasks
[than instructional tasks]” (Gerberet al.,
2001, p. 137). Several other studies have
documented the unintended detrimen-
tal effects that untrained paraprofes-
sionals can have on students’ social
interactions with peers and teachers’
academic expectations (Broer, Doyle, &
Giangreco, 2005; Causton-Theoharis &
Malmgren, 2005; Giangreco, Edelman,
Luiselli, & MacFarland, 1997; Malmgren
& Causton-Theoharis, 2006). These
findings suggest that teachers should
carefully consider how to use and place
paraprofessionals who lack the specific
training and preparation necessary for
handling instructional roles.

When can a paraprofessional be
most effective? Giangreco, Broer, and
Edelman suggested that when identify-
ing a student’s support needs it is best
to ask the question: “In the best of all
possible worlds who should provide this
support?” (Giangreco et al., 1999, p.
287). In other words, is the instruction
for this particular student best provided
by a paraprofessional? In hiring and
assigning a paraprofessional, teachers
and administrators should consider the
questions: What knowledge, skills,
interests, and abilities does this person
bring to this teaching team? What tasks
match this person’s strengths and inter-
ests? Depending upon the answers, it
might make the most sense to either
redeploy the paraprofessional to non-
instructional roles or to supportive
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What Systems Can I Use 
to Communicate With 
a Paraprofessional?

Establish a firm 15-minute meeting
time for each day.

Set aside a longer (45-minute to 60-
minute) meeting time for each
week.

Determine a monthly meeting to
discuss progress of individual 
students.

Meet when students do not need
supports (such as during lunch,
recess, or special-areas classes).

Establish a communication 
notebook to be used by the 
teacher and paraprofessional.

Use e-mail as a way to efficiently
check in each day or to answer
burning questions.
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instructional roles under direct teacher
supervision.

For example, teachers could assign
the paraprofessional tasks that can free
the teacher to have more time to
instruct students with disabilities or
others in need of extra help. During lit-
eracy instruction, the teacher could
assign the paraprofessional tasks that
allow the teacher more direct instruc-
tional contact with every child in the
classroom. Teachers should make sure
that paraprofessionals understand that
noninstructional assignments are val-
ued contributions to the overall class-
room program. The list in the box
“What Are Noninstructional Roles for
Paraprofessionals?” suggests supportive
roles for paraprofessionals that free the
teacher for literacy instruction.

Conclusion
In the food industry, the success or fail-
ure of the restaurant falls squarely on
the shoulders of the executive chef.
Similarly, in the classroom the effective-
ness of literacy instruction falls square-
ly on the shoulders of the teachers and
special educators. It is important to con-

sider how paraprofessionals are being
used in your literacy program. Consider
the following questions.

• Are paraprofessionals providing sup-
plemental or primary literacy
instruction?

• Are you using a research-based
approach to literacy instruction?

• Have the paraprofessionals in your
school been explicitly and extensive-
ly trained on the reading approach?

• Do the paraprofessionals have the
behavior management knowledge
and skills needed to support instruc-
tion?

• Is a certified professional consistent-
ly monitoring and coaching the para-
professionals in their supplemental
instruction?

• Have you considered re-deploying
paraprofessionals to noninstructional
or support roles to allow teachers to
have more instructional time with
students?

Teachers should make sure that
paraprofessionals understand that 
noninstructional assignments are 

valued contributions to the overall
classroom program.

If “no” is the answer to any of these
questions, then it might be prudent to
consider what changes could be made
to utilize paraprofessional staff more
effectively. When they are trained
appropriately and used effectively in the
classroom, paraprofessionals can not
only can expand a school’s literacy
learning opportunities for struggling
students, but can also make the “main
course” of literacy learning more appe-
tizing and more nourishing.
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